
   “Twin Stream”
mixing auger 
     

Makes mixed feeding affordable...

The Solomix 500, 700 and 900 from Trioliet are extremely suitable for small to medium-sized 

dairy farms that wish to provide total mixed ration at low cost using a less horse power 

tractor.

A robust, high-quality machine with low maintenance costs...

The simple construction ensures that maintenance costs are reduced to the absolute 

minimum. The vertical mixing auger is mounted on a heavy column fixed rigidly to the frame, 

which reduces the load on the bottom of the mixing chamber and on the gearbox.

Compact machine...

Thanks to its small size, the machine is extremely manoeuvrable and can be used in barns with 

narrow feed passages and low headroom. These advantages will be particularly appreciated 

when using a less horse power tractor.

Perfect mixing...

The slightly conical shape of the mixing chamber, combined with the optimal shape and height of 

the auger ensures that the feed circulates rapidly through the mixing chamber. The result is a 

homogeneously and fluffy TMR product.

Tailor-made machine options...

The Solomix 500-900 in modular construction can, if required, be supplied with a wide cross 

conveyor belt at the front (type VL), at the rear (type AL), or two hydraulic rear doors (type 

AK), hydraulically operated discharge doors on both sides (type ZK). 

The new Solomix 1 series…

A large and better-protected 

ladder platform improves safety, 

while a 3-part support speeds 

up hitching and unhitching. 

The opening above the door 

chamber in the VL types gives 

you a better view of the mixing 

and dispensing processes.

The hydraulic discharge doors 

have been moulded to the mixing 

chamber shape (conically round) 

of the ZK types so there are no 

dead corners in the mixing 

chamber and the doors seal 

tightly at the top. Symmetric 

sweeper dispensing arms make 

feed dispensing quicker and 

more even.

Trioliet: Invents for you.

Mixer 
one vertical auger

feeder with 

Optimum mixing, cutting and distribution.

Short knife blades for 
optimum circulation and 
excellent cutting.

Thick auger blades 
for a longer service life.

Top of auger 
of spherical form to 
prevent feed remains.

Reduced auger diameter 
improves vertical circulation 
and speeds up cutting process.

Two sweeping dispenser 
arms allow fast and regular 
discharge.

Easy loading.

LIVESTOCK FEEDING EQUIPMENT
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Cross conveyor belt at the 
back of the machine.

Electric operation as an option.

Top bearing for maximum 
stability.

Flush-mounted bolts 
for a smooth auger 
surface.

Dragging pick-up 
edge for complete 
emptying of the 
mixing chamber.

Solomix 1, 500 ZK

Solomix1 500-900
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